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People have different ideas about what’s right and wrong.  As I read
things some people do, tell me whether you think each one is
absolutely wrong under all circumstances, wrong under most but not
all circumstances, wrong only sometimes, or not wrong at all...
Driving over the speed limit.

Question:

Source:  Survey by the Gallup Organization, June 28-July 1, 2001.

Road Worriers
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Not sure 4%

Source:  Survey by Harris Interactive, August 10-14, 2000.

She/He Drives Me Crazy
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Mostly wrong
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Absolutely
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...Which of the following have you ever done?...

Questions:

I’m going to read you a list of generalizations that people sometimes make about men and
women, and for each one I would like you to tell me whether you think it is mainly true or
mainly false...  Men are better drivers than women.

Question:

Which... are the safer... drivers—men or
women?

Questions:

Source:  Survey by Peter D. Hart Research Associates/Shell Oil Company, January 7-13, 2000.

...Eaten a complete meal while driving

49%

34%

...Shouted, cursed, or made gestures to
other drivers whose driving upset you

...Read a road map while driving 33%

Mainly false

18%

70%

Mainly true

Some or both/
Depends (vol.)10%

...Slept overnight in your car

...Put on makeup or shaved with
an electric razor while driving

29%

13%

Source:  Surveys by the Gallup Organization, July 25-30, 1947
and CBS News, August 17-19, 1997.

And compared to the past, have things gotten better, worse, or stayed
the same?

Source:  Survey by Public Agenda Foundation/Pew Charitable Trusts, January 2-23, 2002.
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...What grade would you give people when it comes to driving with
care and consideration?  Would you say excellent, good, needs
improvement or failing?

Questions:
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